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I'm free
Setting forth in the universe

Leave it to me as I find a way to be
Consider me a satellite forever orbiting



I'm tired of driving 'til I see stars in my eyes
It's all I've got to keep myself sane, baby
So I just ride

Won't be the last
Won't be the first



Find a way to where the sky meets the Earth

Lifting up an empty cup, I ask silently
That all my destinations will accept the one that's me

So I can breathe



I've got this life
And the will to show
I will always be
Better than before

Have no fear
For when I'm alone

I'll be better off
Than I was before



Everyone I come across in cages they bought
They think of me and my wandering but I'm never what they 

thought

I've been travelin' too long
I've been trying too hard



I hear the birds on the summer breeze

Don't come closer or I'll have to go
Owning me like gravity are places that pull



Suddenly swallowed by signs
Lo and behold
Gonna rise up

I believe in the kindness of strangers
 And when I'm at war with myself I ride, I just ride.



Society, you're a crazy breed
I hope you're not lonely without me

Society, crazy indeed
Hope you're not lonely without me



It's alright and all wrong
For me it begins at the end of the road

There's a big, a big hard sun
Beating on the big people

In the big hard world



Forty days and forty nights and it's still coming down on me

Every night I used to pray that I'd find my people, and finally I did on 
the open road.
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